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Abstract
Mobile IPv6 is a proposed mobility standard for Next Generation Wireless Access Networks that allows mobile nodes, such as
laptops, tablets, smart phones to stay reachable while moving around in an IPv6 Internet network. The need for MIPv6 exists
because a mobile device cannot maintain the previously connected link when changing location and IP address. The initial IP
Mobility protocol was first presented in 1993 for IPv4 and in 2004 for IPv6. The Mobile IP protocol solves the TCP/IP Stack
Layer 3 mobility issue, by assigning a permanent IP Home Agent address to the mobile node. IPv4 has some drawbacks, the
main one being IP address exhaustion, making MIPv6 the future option for mobility protocol in IP Networks. The main goal of
the mobility protocol is to enable network applications to operate continuously at the required quality of service for both wired
and wireless networks while the mobile node moves around in the network.
MIPv6 on its own needs optimization techniques to improve the handover latency of the protocol and to minimize the latency.
The test bed was used to test handover latency, overhead added by the MIPv6 extensions and packet loss. The developed test set
up can also be used to evaluate different handover schemes that might enhance the MIPv6 protocol, decreasing handover
latency and enabling real-time IPv6 applications such as Voice over IP. FMIPv6 and PMIPv6 are extensions to MIPv6 to
enhance its functionality. These protocols are investigated and evaluated against MIPv6 in order to make recommendations on
possible improvements of these mobility protocols.

Keywords: IPv4,IPv6,MIPv6,FMIPv6,PMIPv6 etc.

1. Introduction
The first ever implementation that facilitated mobility in internet protocol was observed in 1993, for IPv4. Mobile IP
protocol fixes TCP/IP Layer 3 mobility, given that the mobile node possesses static internet protocol address assigned
even in the case of moving between several networks. The Mobile IP incorporates MIPv4 and MIPv6; however the IPv4
implementation features major setbacks in regards to mobility, the primary setback being the eventual depletion of
available IP addresses, providing MIPv6 with a potentially bright future. The primary purpose of mobility protocols is
to facilitate consistent operations from the networking applications at the necessary service quality for either wireless or
conventional networks. MIPv6 utilizes the present IPv6 protocol, therefore allowing smooth transition across various
points of access. The protocol does require substantial measures of tuning so that latency created through
communications exchange can be mitigated. Until now, numerous different technologies are under research that could
potentially further improve the present protocol. The Mobile IPv6 Suit constitutes numerous deviations of the
conventional MIPv6, deviations include:Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6),Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) and
Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6)
FMIPv6 suggests a number of improvements to mitigate the handover latency of a MIPv6 network through mitigating
latency created through exchange of messages and Duplicate Address Detection amidst two nodes. PMIPv6 emphasizes
on network mobility as the sole focus, discarding to need of other extensions to facilitate mobility. HMIPv6 emphasizes
on mitigating the signalling amidst the MN, CN and HA within the particular network. HMIPv6 mitigates update
message overhead in larger scale mobility networks.
The following list indicates the main requirements for MIPv6 protocols and mobile networks:
 Migration Transparency: Perpetual connection with the internet needs to be provisioned, as perpetual sessions are
anticipated by the mobility protocol.
 Performance Transparency and Seamless Mobility: Limited network overhead shall be enhanced through the
addition mobility messages necessary MIPv6. The mobility protocol has to mitigate handover latency and loss of
packets during the handover procedure.
 Operational Transparency: MIPv6 shall be executed over the IP layer, being anticipated to be transparent towards
higher levels. Therefore, any higher tier protocol can function without deviation over the extended mobile IP layer.
 Arbitrary Configurations: This should allow the mobile node to change their point of attachment within the mobile
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network. Should allow connection of foreign mobile nodes in the network.
 Scalability: A mobile network is expected to scale to a large number of mobile nodes, correspondent nodes and HA.
 Backward Compatibility: A mobile network should be able to function with established IPv6 standards. Address
allocation, configuration mechanisms, security protocols and access control protocols should function normally.
 Secure Signaling: A mobile network should comply with usual IETF security policies and recommendations.
MIPv6 has to be utilized as mobility protocol for networks, however control signaling and neighbourhood scanning has
to be renovated to facilitate support towards lower power appliances.
The primary trouble with IPv4 is its fairly limited addressing space available for usage; this issue was created through
its support only for 32 bits in order to constitute the address. Over the distinct classification addressing allocation
scheme for IPv4, the volume of usable addresses mitigated continuously given the greatly increasing volume of
internet-connected appliances. Moving towards classless addressing aided greatly to prevent complete mitigation of
addresses, through support of technologies such as Network Address Translation (NAT), which facilitated privately
addressed hosts Internet access. The present addressing space is far too limited for the current and upcoming scope of
required internet addresses. The only answer for the problem is to enhance to addressing space towards 64 bit
addressing. This caused the following incarnation of Internet Protocol, IPv6. The official launch of IPv6 was officially
commenced from 6 June 2012, and subsequently the usage of the new framework has multiplied. It is obvious that IPv6
will expand to become the primary network layer protocol utilized through conventional networks, alongside mobile
networks. The most simple and fundamental framework is MIPv6; this framework has a number of deviations intended
to enhance network productivity and mitigate handover delays. This paper elaborates on the applications of the specific
network setups, simulations and application for a trail setting.

2. Simulation Model
The simulation model will be utilizing the INET Framework, an open-source communication networks simulation
package for OMNeT++. The INET Framework constitutes multiple frameworks for wireless and conventional
connection. The model of simulation will constitute a rudimentary MIPv6 implementation. Two networks, one visiting
and one home network will constitute the research networks. The conclusion constitutes handover latency, UDP and
TCP throughput. The procedure for contrasting of MIPv6, FMIPv6 and PMIPv6 through implementing IPv6 Software
tools to assess protocol productivity using various traffic source categories such as video, FTP, VoIP and TCP/UDP
transfers. The different applications utilized for this research were also elaborated. Testbed architectures are also
provided, together with the implementation setup and hardware used for the testbed.

Figure 1: MN Movement in Simulation

3. Statistic Capturing
OMNeT++ provides simple classes that calculate rudimentary statistics, e.g. standard and mean deviation; a few classes
function with density expectation, while different classes facilitate automated assessment of transient ending, and
automated accuracy and consistency evaluation of the established values. The specified classes are to be utilized during
simulation procedure. cOutVector is utilized for the assessment of vector simulation outputs (an output vector,
constituting (time, value) pairs) to file. cStdDev maintains maximal and minimal values, standard and mean deviation
etcetera.
TTHO = THRD + TCRD + TL2D + TRDD + TRRD + TDAD
(1)
Constituent factors for the handover latency of MIPv6 is provided under Equation 1. TTHO constitutes the overall
latency, which is the aggregate for Layer 2 (TL2D) delay alongside Layer 3(TL3D) delay.:
TTHO = Total Handover Delay: Comprises the complete Layer 2 and Layer 3 handover latency.
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TL2D = Layer 2 Handover Delay: The delay in handover is to be processed through L2 handover procedure. Following
initiation of scanning request, the delay was assessed while delisting was concluded against the previous AP.
TRDD = Router Discovery Delay: The interval for the mobile node to assess its transition and assess a newer router,
based under the interval of RA.
TDADD = Duplicate Address Detection Delay: Delay created through authentication for distinction of the IPv6 address
(CoA). Router discovery is collaborated under this delay, though the measurement assessment was utilized separately.
The biggest delay constituent of the entire procedure is DAD.
THRD = Home Registration Delay: This latency is the interval for the mobile node to achieve connectivity over the HA
while receiving a return BAck.
TRRD = Return Routability Delay: The delay created through the process of return routing. The home agent, mobile
and corresponding node exchanges the HoTI and CoTI messages. This delay concludes provided that the mobile node
acquires the message from home agent and corresponding node.
TCRD = Correspondent Registration Delay: The interval created through the establishment of binding between the
mobile and corresponding node, sustaining until confirmation is achieved through BAck. This interval occurs provided
that return routing is utilized. In the instance that the return is not facilitated, no interval of wait will be experienced.

4. Simulation Results
The consequence gives handover latency, as identified by the simulation version. The testbed application result includes
of UDP/TCP passing, UDP Jitter and handover latency for MIPv6, FMIPv6 and PMIPv6, IPerf was utilized to produce
traffic in middle of the ambulatory junction and correspondent junction. The calculations were finished for all the
protocols under the exact condition and network burden. From these consequences a very exact decision can be
obtained in order to check the working of each protocol and to differentiate a later protocol for mobility.
Evaluation Methodology: The evaluation of the testbed for MIPv6, FMIPv6 and PMIPv6 consisted of the following
performance metrics:
 Handover Latency (Using Iperf)
 TCP Throughput (Using Iperf)
 UDP Throughput, UDP Jitter and Packet loss (Using Iperf)

5. MIPv6 Protocol Results
This part gives the many testbeds consequences for MIPv6. The consequences achieved from the testbeds are utilized to
check the working of the different protocols.
UDP Throughput: In the first experiment the UDP passing, UDP Jitter, TCP passing and packet loss were calculated
for MIPv6. With the utilization of JPerf, the MN was set as the customer and CN as the network. The JPerf system for
UDP was remain at the non-remittance value, along with UDP bandwidth fixed to 10 Mbps, buffer area fixed to 41
Kbytes and a packet area of 1500 bytes. Figure 2 represent the median passing on the MIPv6 if no handover is worked.
The median passing of the network is 9960 Kbits/sec along with transmission rate of 10 Mbps.

Figure 2: UDP Throughput in MIPv6
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In Figure 3 the UDP passing of MIPv6 can be seen. The MN progressed from one reachable point to the new access
point in 4 seconds and build connection to the recent network in about 11 seconds. The trial consequences represent
median values of three separate trials of the network. The median handover period for the UDP transmission was about
7 seconds. The median passing of the network was 5850 K/bits sec along with transmission rate of about 10 Mbps.
UDP Jitter: Jitter UDP of a packet flow is defined as the mean divergence of the difference in packet settling at the
receiver matched to the sender, for a couple of packets. Figure 4 represents the match of MIPv6 UDP Jitter when no
handover is worked and when a handover is worked by the ambulatory junction. It is absolutely showing how the Jitter
rises when the ambulatory junction underwent into the handover procedure. The median Jitter when the handover is
worked is in the order of 1.1666 ms, matched with 0.654 ms when no handover is worked on the network. The cause
for the rise in Jitter later the handover procedure has done is that Route Optimization has not yet finished, which made
more above head on the network.

Figure 4: UDP Jitter in MIPv6

Figure 5: TCP Throughput in MIPv6

TCP Throughput: TCP working of the network was also on trial with the utilization of JPerf. Entire JPerf’s non
remittance value for the TCP buffer extent (2), TCP windows area (56) and TCP maximum segment area (1) were
utilized in the system. Figure 5 represents the passing of the network when MIPv6 is utilized. The handover period is
absolutely showing from the figure and approximate handover latency is about 12 seconds. After handover achievement
the passing is low as compared to before the handover happen. This is for a number of causes, one being the recent
access point and access devices. Other causes like the above head attached by MIPv6.

6. FMIPV6 Protocol Results
These chapters represent the consequences of the testbed after FMIPv6 had implemented on the testbed.

Figure 6: UDP Throughput in FMIPv6

Figure 7: UDP Throughput in FMIPv6 during Handover

In Figure 7 the UDP passing of FMIPv6 can be watched. The MN progress from the previous access Router to the new
access router in 5.5 seconds and build a link to the recent network at about 7.5 seconds. The trial consequences
represent the median values of three separate different trials of the network. The median handover period for the UDP
transmission was about 2 seconds. The median passing of the network was 7436 Kbits/sec with a transmission value of
10Mbps.
UDP Jitter: Figure 5.16 represents the match of FMIPv6 UDP Jitter when no handover is worked and when a
handover is worked by the ambulatory junction. It is absolutely showing how the Jitter rises when the ambulatory
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junction goes into the handover procedure. The median Jitter when handover is worked is the order of 1.006 ms
matched to 0.671ms when no handover is worked on the network. Handover raises the Jitter as packets have to dispel
by the house representative because the bidirectional tunnel setup has not yet been done.

Figure 8: UDP Jitter in FMIPv6

Figure 9: TCP Throughput in FMIPv6

TCP Throughput: TCP working of the network was also trial with the utilization of JPerf. Entire JPerf default rates for
the TCP buffer length (2), TCP window size (56) and TCP maximum segment area (1) were utilized in this setup.
Figure 9 represents the passing of the network when FMIPv6 was utilized. The handover period is absolutely shown
from the figure and total handover latency is about 8s.

7. PMIPv6 Protocol Results
The below results give the many testbeds consequences for PMIPv6. The consequences extracted from the testbeds were
utilized to calculate the working of PMIPv6 by matching the UDP and TCP calculations with those of MIPv6 and
FMIPv6 .

Figure 10: UDP Throughput in PMIPv6

Figure 11: UDP passing in PMIPv6 during handover

In Figure 11 the UDP passing of PMIPv6 of handover is performed can be showed. The MN progressed from LMAI to
LMA2 at 4.5 seconds and made link to the recent network at about 11.5 seconds.
UDP Throughput Comparison: UDP passing matched can be watched in figure 12. It is absolutely visible that
FMIPv6 perform better the different protocols in the period it requires to remake the connection with the analogue
junction. The median time taken by FMIPv6 is about 2 seconds, matched to 7 seconds for MIPv6 and 6.5 seconds for
PMIPv6. The median passing for protocols can be watched in table 5.8 column 6, called “Throughout HO”
(K/Bits/sec). The median passing for FMIPv6 is good as match with the different protocols above the exact time. This
is due to the low in handing latency for FMIPv6. MIPv6 and PMIPv6 is same equal in passing match.
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Figure 12: UDP passing in MIPv6, FMIPv6 and PMIPv6
between handover

Figure 13: Handover Latency of MIPv6, FMIPv6 and
PMIPv6

Handover Latency Comparison: Figure13 represents the handing latency in seconds for MIPv6, FMIPv6 and PMIPv6
on three different trial sets. This figure represents FMIPv6 has the smallest handing latency and PMIPv6 the major
benefit it has related to replica directions and IPv6 configuration throughout handing.
UDP Packet Loss Comparison: Figure14 represents the match in packet loss for the various agreements. The whole
number of packets transferred by the web for the trial time can be watched matched with the all number of packets lost.
A handing to a recent access point replace throughout this period. The consequences of both trial for every protocol
under same web circumstances are showed.

Figure 14: UDP Packet Loss MIPv6, FMIPv6 and PMIPv6

Figure 15: UDP Jitter Comparison

UDP Jitter Comparison: Jitter match can be seen in Figure 15. This represents the median Jitter above the trial time.
Throughout this period handing were conducted to a recent access device. Table 1 represents the fast match of many
test consequences. These consequences were utilized centrally to check the Qos and the average showing of every
agreement. The consequence provides the match of handing period in seconds, Jitter and throughput match.

Protocol

TCP HO(s)

UDP HO(s)

MIPv6
FMIPv6
PMIPv6

12
08
13

7
2
6.5

Table 1: Protocol Results
Jitter(ms)
Throughput(Kbits/sec)
1.166
1.006
0.758

9960
9914
9971

Throughput HO
(Kbits/sec)
6301
8899
5502

8. Conclusion
The handing and web production of the various concord debated and the consequences of the imitation operation
representation for MIPv6. The central idea of this theory is to apply and match the web progress of MIPv6, FMIPv6
and PMIPv6. From the consequences showed, it is understandable imitation operations are progressed the Qos of the
web because of assembly consistency. This makes sure the user of being able to jump between, more points without
defeating link or assembly. Handing amount of time results are not as better as might be expected, but other connection
layer application can too utilize progress the time results.
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